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Feel the thrill of a fantasy action role-playing game set in the Lands Between, where heroes battle alongside their companions, forge guilds, or seek their fortune in the wilderness. Key Features - A Myth-Bearing Saga A multilayered story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the various thoughts of the
characters intersect in the Lands Between. - An Engaging Game Play Exploring a vast world with a variety of situations and vast dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs. - Create your Own Adventure Customize your character’s appearance, armor, and weapons. Equip weapons and armor to
create your own unique play style. - Coexist with Friends A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. Take on dungeons in great battles where you fight alongside your companions. - New Fantasy
Action RPG Create a strong character to take on enemies with unique attacks. Cause enemies to explode with special abilities. Invoke Rifts and manipulate the dungeon environment. - Brandish the Power of the Elden Ring! Guilds and Champions The world is divided into seven regions and each region has a
variety of guilds that you can join. Guilds provide your character with new skills and attribute points. You can form guilds with other characters that have similar attribute points and help each other. Characters can belong to more than one guild at once. Campaigns and Champions The main story of the
game takes place within the Lands Between. Through the various battles, adventurers can encounter worthy champions and recruit them as members of your party. Champions differ in strength and attributes and can be selected from the beginning of the game. New Challenges With the addition of
missions, new mini-dungeons, and an “Endless Battle,” the game is enhanced with all new elements to create a challenging and expansive game play. SERIES: Elden Ring According to legend, a ring of crystal with a miraculous power fell to the earth from the heavens. One day, the crystal became cracked
and turned into countless stones, some of which have unique abilities. They fell to the earth and changed into an extra-dimensional object, the Lands Between. Elden Ring is a fantasy action role-playing game that takes place in the Lands Between. Experience the all-new world by combining different stones
to become an Elden Lord of your choice. For more information,

Elden Ring Features Key:
Up to 4-player Online Campaign
Fight hard to have your online character encounter and survive attacks from players online
Simple and Large Graphical Interface
Easy to Understand and Easy to Play
Players Can Swoosh Around Fighting Enemies All Around Them
Use an Action Point to Boost Skill Ranks and Increase Character Damage
Complex Resonance System Where Every Plays and Every Changes
Simulation of the Gates of Creation linking the different worlds
Tons of Entrancing Dungeons
VictoriousBattle Feature for PvP Combat with Players Online
A Variety of Actions and Abilities
Deluxe, Progressive, and Segmented Play Modes
An Unsurpassed Battle Experience as You Win Over and Over Again
A Variable Gaming Experience with Multiple Game Settings
The Cast of Characters Specializes in Different Aspects of Combat
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